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1. Introduction
This report is our response to the assignment related to the course Innovation In Rural
Development II, Networkskills for professional master students in Lednice(Czech republic).
We are six students with different backgrounds.
One from the Czech republic, one from Finland, two from Germany, one from Slovakia and
one from The Netherlands. We worked together on the case study Landscape planning.
The central assignment was to find new ways of using the area of a former duck-capture
close to the village Ladná. The main objective is to create new ideas to inspire our
stakeholders. The report is directed to following stakeholders: the Municipality of Ladná and
to The Lower Morava Reserve, Dolni Morava.
We hope this report provide many ways of beautiful and positive things for Ladná and the
region.

At the start of this assignment we wanted first to get an overall grasp of the issue. When we
did finished the inventarisation and analysis we started to create our vision on the
assignment. With this vision in our minds we developed the innovation plan. At each step we
kept the goal in our mind.
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2. Description of the case
2.1 Operational environment
Spatial (LVA and Ladná)
The Duck capture is situated on the edge of Lednice-Valtice area in village Ladná. There are
three main view axes starting at Valtice and going through the designed landscape of
Lednice-Valtice area to Břeclav, Lednice and Ladná (picture Spatial relations LVA-main
axes): One axis oriented to Ladná stops in front of the river Dyje.
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2.2 Definition of the problem
The following points are describing the problems in handling the former duck capture area:
‐

The area is not used well and is not official in use.

‐

The area is not in a good shape (in relation to the original shape).

‐

The place is now invisible, because it is hidden behind trees and shrubs in the
landscape.

‐

The area is not attractive to visit.

‐

The area is a cultural heritage, which might be lost soon.

‐

There is a difference between official heritage protection and the local situation.

‐

The area is owned by more than 100 different people.

‐

The area is partly used by a farmer to store/dump bio waste.

All this points have to be considered in developing this historical place.

2.3 Stakeholders/ beneficiaries
Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve
In 2003 the Committee of the International Coordination Council of UNESCO’s MAB
programme in Paris approved the extension of the Pálava Biosphere Reserve (designated in
1986) to include the Lednice-Valtice Cultural Landscape and the floodplain forests at the
confluence of the Morava and Dyje rivers. The newly designated area, covering over 300
km2, was renamed the Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve. The reserve encompasses a
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unique combination of limestone cliffs of the Pálava Hills, the rare Central European lowland
floodplains along the lower reaches of the Kyjovka, Dyje and Morava rivers and the LedniceValtice Cultural Landscape.
As from August 2004 the Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve Public Benefit Corporation
became the administrative authority responsible for meeting the objectives and fulfilling the
functions of the Lower Morava BR. In the Czech Republic it is the very first time that a
biosphere reserve was administered by a non-governmental organization.
The biosphere reserves (BR) should help harmonize conservation of biodiversity and natural
resources with their sustainable development and socio-economic development.
Recommended function model of any BR is a complex cooperation of environmental and
social scientists, conservation and development groups, representatives of the governments
and local authorities and in the first place the local people.
All BRs must fulfill three basic, equal and mutually complementary functions:
(1) Conservation - conservation of natural and cultural diversity
(2) Development - support of sustainable economic and demographic development
(3) Logistics - support of model projects, environmental training and education, research
and monitoring linked to nature conservation and sustainable development on local, national
as well as global scale

Government of the village Ladna
Ladná, until 1950 Lanštorf, is a village and municipality in Břeclav District in the South
Moravian Region of the Czech Republic. The municipality covers an area of 10.06 square
kilometres, and has a population of 1,197. Ladná lies approximately 6 kilometres north of
Břeclav.
The government of the village Ladná is responsible for the duck-capture area. They have an
agreement about this with the UNESCO heritage. There is only a masterplan for the village
until 2015. So they have to come up with a new masterplan, the reconstruction of the duckcapture area will be part of this plan.

2.4 Project former duck-capture
The duck-capture was a device for trapping wild ducks – the duck trap (Ger: Entenfang). It
was established in the 17th century in the fish-pond area near the village Ladna (Lanštorf).
The basic condition was good and sensitive location of the duck-capture in floodplain land
near ponds and river Dyje. The duck-capture is surrounded by a terrene wall of an irregular
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geometric shape, which was surrounded by a shallow moat on the outside. There was a
shallow pond hidden in the centre of the duck-capture. From every corner of the pond run out
the curved and tapered waterways - catching arms completed with nets into which wild ducks
were captured. The space between the terrene walls and pond was the meadow with
scattered vegetation. Ducks were captured with the help of dogs and “attractors” - tamed wild
ducks, which attract wild ducks and swim up to a catching arm in a sign of calling (whistle).
Captured ducks were sold mostly to the markets in Brno, Bratislava, Vienna, but also in
France. The duck-capture served in addition to trapping ducks for fishing and scientific
purposes (ringed). There were several reasons for termination of the duck-capture. For
example, flooding in 1922, loss and protection of water birds, the emergence of new state
boundaries, land reform and change hunting laws led to a definitive end to capture wild
ducks in the first half of the 20th century. Collectivization, flooding and water changed after
World War II left on this technical waterworks the negative tracks. There are still visible the
terrene walls and catching arms today. The duck-capture is nowadays used for hunting
purposes.

2.5 Aim of the case study
The main aim of the case study is, to find new ways of using the area of a former duckcapture. We can divide the case study in five tasks.
‐

Get familiar with the issue of the duck-capture

‐

Identify current problems of the area of former duck-capture including its limits

‐

Determinate the values and potentials of the area of former duck-capture

‐

Think about the possibility of use in the context of the surroundings - Lendice-Valtice
Area and Ladná village

‐

Design a project of the new usage of the former duck-capture area including its
management

2.6 Interest groups/costumers
We defined three different interest groups. First one are the owners. They might be
interested in profit and area management. The second group are the local people which
might be interested also in profit, but mostly they could be interested in recreation and
activity in this area or just in the embellishment in this place in general. The third group are
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the tourists which usual are interested in recreation and activity in the nature or in historical
and cultural institutions. This last group can represent profit for the other two groups.
According to this, the former duck capture area should be developed for the requirements of
all three groups.

2.7 Innovation aim
The aim of the innovation is to create an area at the north east border of the LVA with an
unique shape and an unique facility combination. For this purpose historical and modern
uses should be combined to a real innovation in the hole LVA.
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3. Description of group work process
3.1 Group work process
Field trip and meeting with stakeholders

For the first day it was planned to give us a general overview of the project, to provide
information about the present situation and to get familiar with the area. In the morning we
had a meeting with two stakeholders in the town hall of Ladna. The Stakeholders Mrs.
Bohumila Tesarikova (vice mayor of the village Ladna) and Marek Stepan (expert fellow of
Lower Morava Biosphere Reserve) were attending the meeting. It was really interesting for
us to get a first insight into the case study, the regional and cultural aspects and to see their
enthusiasm concerning our project. Another important aspect was to clarify the role of the
“duck capture area” in context of the Lednice-Valtice area. At the end of the meeting we had
quite a clear understanding of the wishes, needs and expectations of our stakeholders.
Afterwards we walked to the area of the former “duck capture” to see the areal and its
present state. This really helped us to get a more clearly comprehension of the landscape
and environmental aspects.

Group work

Before we actually started working together we decided to discuss rules for the group work.
For us as group it was important to stick to the rules while working together. Since we never
worked together before and everybody of us has a different cultural background the rules
were helpful to make sure that all members of the group were involved. The first days of our
group work were full of discussion, collecting information, looking at maps, identifying key
issues and finding a structure how we could work together. At the end of the week we
realized that it would be helpful for the working process to choose a chairman of the day. The
role of the chairman was to moderate our group discussions, start and end our group
sessions and make sure that we all respected our group rules. To choose a chairman of the
day was a very helpful method for our group and we could see that it had a significant
influence to our group work and the way we were working together. What also helped us to
get a general understanding of group processes was the session with Michiel Hupkes. He
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joined our group for two hours on a quite critical point to give us a short introduction to the
decision making processes and leadership of a group. We learned that there are different
tools you can use to lead a group successfully:

‐

Use open questions (why, where, when, what)

‐

Use your voice to keep attention of the group

‐

Give a summary of the opinion

‐

Write down the ideas

‐

Involve everybody

In the aspect of decision making he asked us a few question in order to reflect how we are
making decisions right now:

‐

When does an idea win?

‐

How do you come to a compromise?

‐

Who is most powerful in a decision making process?

‐

How do you get the best solutions?

He introduced to us the conflict management model. In conflicts there are two important
things, the topic and the relation with each other, which have an effect on the results of the
discussion.

Conflict management model

In our group there were two people with a tendency to be a “forcing type” and the rest of us
were more the “give in type”. As a consequence the two “forcing” people ended up in long
discussion whereas the “give in” people were not involved in the conflict. Realizing that, we
were able to understand the whole group work and conflicts within our group more clearly.
We learned that the best way to solve a conflict is in finding a compromise, because that
means there is a win-win situation and everybody will be satisfied with the decision.
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Cooperation is the best way to get the best solutions and a high quality of the solutions. In
our group discussions it is important to consider that we can benefit from different cultural
backgrounds.
Another interesting aspect was the matrix of personality types. In every group there are
different types of personalities.

Personality types
ethical

analytical

social

producing

We found out that we had only one “analytical type” and four “social types”. As a
consequence the more analytical thinker was most of the time frustrated with the way we
were working together. We also realized that we as a group would be probably more efficient
in working if there had been a “producer” in our team. Nevertheless, we were able to make
compromises, keep deadlines and involve everybody in the decision making process. Our
final ideas and the innovation plan we presented to our tutors, fellow students and
stakeholders convinced everybody and in the end we were really successful.

3.2 Methods and tools and their evaluation
Brainstorming
A first step to get a deeper insight into our case study was to have a look on the historical
maps, collecting information about the original use of the landscape and its function as “duck
capture”. To get an overview of all information given to us during the first day and visualizing
first ideas we used the method of Brainstorming.

SWOT analysis
SWOT analysis is a strategic planning method used to evaluate Strength, Weaknesses,
Opportunities and Threats involved in a project or in a business venture. The aim of any
SWOT analysis is to identify the key internal and external factors that are important to
achieving the objective of a project.
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While assigning the SWOT analysis to the “duck capture area” and identifying the factors we
realized that it can be sometimes difficult to clarify whether one factor is the strength of the
area or an opportunity, which can be used to develop the area. With the help of our tutors we
were able to distinguish these factors and relate them to the correct field. A second step was
to match all four factors with each other to find competitive advantages, to determine existing
possibilities and to develop new strategies for avoiding weaknesses.
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3.3 Creativity and decision making tools
After finalizing the SWOT analysis we were in need of a special tool for the decision making.
Before we could continue with the decision making one of our tutors explained us that at this
point it is necessary to make sure that we understood the objective of the case study. He
helped us by pointing out a few questions:

‐

Did you get the problem right?

‐

Describe the problem as you see it.

‐

What is the right way to solve the problem?

‐

Find ideas.

‐

What is the innovation within your ideas?

A next step was to sort all our ideas. For the realization of the project it is important to know
that there are ideas which can be implemented very easy and on the other hand there are
innovations which might be realized in long term. To define which ideas we want to focus on
we used the creativity tool COCD box.

COCD box and group voting

The COCD (Centre for development of creative thinking) has developed a very handy tool to
select ideas and prevent loss. “We must remember that at the cradle of practically every
paradigm shift stood an 'impossible' or seemingly 'unsuitable' idea. The COCD-box helps you
to prevent the
Crea-Dox: You think of nice new ideas, yet you go for the old ones (known solutions). To
prevent that, a classification can be made using a matrix: the COCD-box.”

More information: http://www.cocd.org/kenniscentrum/cocdbox.htm

Using this creativity tool our group decided to vote which ideas belong to the blue box
(common and feasible ideas with high acceptance), red box (innovative and feasible ideas,
breakthrough) and yellow box (original, but can´t be implemented now).
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You can find a table of all ideas in the COCD box in the appendix of the report.

3.4 Innovation
Regarding to the ongoing process and with respect to achieve a satisfying result for all
parties we invited the stakeholder Marek Stepan to discuss with him our ideas. He was really
satisfied and commented on every idea we had. To finalize the innovation plan he suggested
combining all ideas. To ensure that we wouldn´t miss a great idea we decided to have a
creativity session. Now everybody had the time to be creative and draw a sketch of her/his
vision. We all were really happy and satisfied with our personal innovation plans at the end of
the day.

Even everyone´s idea was great we decided to focus on one model where we wanted to
implement all suggestions. Thus it would be much easier to present a convincing idea and
concerning the lack of time we were able to use our group resources in an optimal way.

3.5 Evaluation
From the beginning on all of us were really enthusiastic and interested in our case study.
Everybody took part in the discussion, some more others less. Our discussions were lively
and intense, but not all group members contributed to the same extend. Discussions and
group voting were not suitable to ensure the active involvement of everybody. That´s why we
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decided to elect a “chairman of the day”. Within one week everybody had to be this person
once. In this way we learned to lead the group to successful results by a respectful way of
behavior.

4. Innovative idea’s
We arranged five main topics for all our ideas which we extracted from the COCD-Box.
These are explained at each of the following topics:

‐

land art

‐

water tourism

‐

duck farm

‐

mosquito killing

‐

regional production

4.1 Land art
Land art is at the heart of history and the human experience, from primitive cave drawings to
ancient stone henges. In modern times, increased artistic freedom coupled with technical
and conceptual innovations have liberated land artists to create ever more amazing works of
natural sculpture and earth architecture. Some of these are mind-boggling in scale while
other smaller works are astonishing for the amount of thought, effort and material that went
into their making. Some land artists prefer to use natural material to represent real forms
found in nature while others prefer artificial geometric patterns. Some bend and twist their
material palette to fit a preconceived vision of a piece while others take what they find and
augment, enhance or interpret it through their work.

Natural playground

We want for this area natural materials like stone and tree trunks, earthworks and plants. The
public playground is an important place for children’s development. It is the stage where they
rehearse different roles and find their own identities through meeting others. The scenery
and properties of the playground can, therefore, have a big influence on the quality of
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children’s play. Children need to be able to relax their eyes and their minds when they come
outside. Nature’s own colours are perfect for the playground.

4.2 Water tourism
One idea is to implement a boat stop or harbour for small boats going from Breclav to John´s
castle on the river Dyje. The stop can be placed in front of the duck capture area. Close by
this point should be the restaurant and the tourist information. Sufficient for the boat stop
would be a small ponton and a meadow.

In the duck capture area could be realised a small boat path in the the area surrounding
water channel. The old water channel in the middle of the area could be the place for future
water zorbing.Further there could be established a water playground for children in the area.

Another idea is to make the area attractive also for water tourists with canoes. There are two
possibilities for trips.


One possibility is to start in Bulhary, continue on Dyje to the place where the Old Dyje
starts, carry the boats, continue through the park to the end of Old Dyje and then
carry boats again to Dyje and make a stop in duck capture.



Second possibility is just to take a trip on Dyje directly to duck capture and make a
stop there. After that tourists can continue to Pohansko

4.3 Duck farm
Natural part of the duck capture area is available for duck breeding and it´s also available for
wild animals coming from surroundings.

The natural area is planned to be quieter and

because of that all the activities are located in other parts of the area. Also the pond is
protected from noise and visitors by arms of vegetation in the middle. The breaded ducks will
stay at the site by feeding them and cutting feather from their wings if necessary.
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Restaurant

It is suggested that there is a restaurant near the duck-capture. The location of the restaurant
will be next to the river dike, south from the recreational area. It will be on the left hen side of
the road, which comes from Ladná village. The location was selected because it is a crossing
point for river, cycling route and it is near the entrance of duck-capture recreational area. It
was important to have the restaurant close to the historical duck area.

In front of the restaurant there will be a small harbor for canoes and other small boats for
people who come by river. There will be also a few parking slots for customers, but they are
not mend to be for the visitors of the recreational area. To avoid too much traffic in there will
be signs like “only for the restaurants customers” and if necessary restrictions in the time you
are allowed to park there. There will be more parking slots next to the horse farm for the
visitors of the recreational area.

Existed hunting cottage
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The building of the restaurant will be the same shape and appearance than the hunting
cottage that used to be next to it. As it can bee seen from picture X the cottages upperparts
where made out of wood all though it was a stone building. The shape of the house was
square and there where two floors.
The concept of the restaurant is to offer meals made with duck and fish from the region. In
collaboration with local winery they can invent new wines, which fit perfectly together with the
duck and fish specialties. There can also be offered desserts made of local fruits with wine
for just them.

In the restaurant building there can also be tourist information office and other services that
are needed, for instance little gift shop for souvenirs, local wine and food products.

4.4 Mosquito killing competition
The group created an idea for organizing World Championships in Mosquito Killing in Ladná.
That is an innovative and funny way to deal with the mosquito issue.

Someones are lucky to catch a mosquito and some ones are not

This competition has already existed in Finland. The last time it was held is 1999. There was
2 series for competition: adults and children. Competitors killed mosquitoes inside a
separated area of 100-300 m2. Mosquitos had to kill naturally and helpful equipment or
chemicals where not allowed. One round lasted 5 minutes. The insect had to be totally dead
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and recognizable. Every competitor had his or her own referee who accept the catch. The
world record is 21 accepted dead mosquitoes in 5 minutes.

Logo of the mosquito killing event held in Finland and somebody in the action.
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5. Innovation plan

5.1 Description of the proposal for duck capture
The Composition of area is based on historical plans and made as multifunctional object
divided into natural part and cultural part. The Central part of the area is created as a view
line with tree lane and main road going from the entrance to the „point de vue“ (wooden
observatory made as land – art object). The Central part of the area is a duck pond made in
regular shape according to historical plans with four arms.

The Duck pond is divided visually into two parts – natural part with water plants and willows
cut on „head“. This part is available for duck breeding and it´s also available for wild animals
comming from surrounding. Front part of duck pond is more cultural, because it´s close to
the area with activities, so it´s less available for wild animals, because they could be
disturbed by tourists. One catching arm is completelly restored according to historical plans,
second one is next to the playground and available for relaxing and recreation, other two
arms are a part of natural park without possibility of using by tourists. There are mainly used
by animals.

In front of the pond is situated an amphitheatre and stage used for activities and special
occasions as a concerts, exhibitions, competitions etc. It´s a main meeting point of the area
with a view to the duck pond with catching arms.

Next to this area is a semi-opened space for picnics and recreation with playground for
children and land art objects.

The area of duck capture is surrounded by water canal which is connected to the pond at two
places. One point is the floodgate at reconstructed arm and the second one an outlet pip in
natural arm.

The Front part of the area is created as a cultural park with meadow on the right side and
semi – opened space with a canal on the other side. On the left side and also right side of
the pond there is a possibility of fishing. A walking path around the area is complemented
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with the land-art objects that create visual attraction for people coming to the area from
Ladná.
We propose to extend the axis through the fields to the village as a tree lane going from the
river to the pond and the orchard at the Southern edge of the village, because now the
village is completely separated from the LVA area by the river Dyje and there is almost no
spatial connection.

There are two existing trails (bicycle and hiking trail) going around the duck capture area, but
there is no stop and no sign for tourists. Our proposal is to make a new stop here with
additional activities (picture Duck capture area).
Another proposal is to make a horse trail, so people can rent a horse at the farm in Ladná
and explore the area.
Since there are no existing bicycle trail going through the village, a new tree lane can be
completed with a small road for cycle tourist (picture Spatial relations in Ladná) as an
extension of existing bicycle trail, so we can lead them to visit Ladná and then duck capture
area. At the same time people who are coming to Ladná from highway can start their tour
here.

Ladná could be a new starting point for tours around the LVA, so there would be a high
potential for tourism development.
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PIC
Basically we can say that this area should be used as one of main meeting points for the
people who are comming to visit Lednice –Valtice area and also as an important recreational
area for the local people. Big open areas are giving an opportunity for public meetings as
festivals, concerts, competitions, exhibitions etc. Restaurant which is situated close to the
duck capture can manage refreshment in the area during the whole year, because there is a
possibility to use area also during the winter for ice – skating. One of the special occasions in
this area could be a Competition in killing mosquitos.

Pic
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On the following site you can see a map off the duck-capture´s surrounding and possibility’s
off development for the area around Ladná.
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5.2 Utilization of innovation system
Innovation for the duck-capture area consists of multiple ideas, which will give a lot of
opportunities for Ladná Village and the whole LVA area. Besides increasing the areas
attractiveness, it will have an impact to the areas economical and social situations.
Beneficiaries in duck-capture case are the municipality of Ladná and LVA area, local people
and companies, land owners and finally Czech and foreign tourists, who visit the area.

I

The benefits for the municipality will be:
- it will bring more tourists inside the village and by that bring more money in
- it will give recreational park for the locals and tourists and by that give more
attractiveness for the village
- it will give a proper place for events
- it will give new ideas for events in the village and by organizing new events it is able
to increase the sense of solidarity inside the village
- it will give the duck-capture area an efficient official use

II

The benefits for the other actors:
a) LVA
‐

it will bring a new starting point for LVA tours

‐

it will improve the areas attractiveness by offering more unique possibilities

‐

it will have one of the cultural heritage sites reconstructed before it will be lost

b) owners
‐

it will increase the value of their land

‐

it will maybe give some income in the future

‐

they will have their land well used and maintained

c) tourists
‐

it will give more possibilities for having good time in the LVA area

‐

it will give something unique for their vacation

d) local people
‐

it will increase their satisfaction rate by bringing more activities and events
inside the village

‐

it will reduce conflicts with the areas present use

‐

it will increase the locals income by bringing more tourists inside the village

‐

it will increase
their pride of the unique village they have

e) local companies
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‐

they will have more clients from tourists

‐

it will increase the locals income and by that give more opportunities to spend
money also locally

‐

horse farmer will have tourists to come near the farm

‐

it will bring a lot of opportunities for starting new businesses, for instance in
accommodation, restaurant, fruit growing, agro tourism, bicycle/boat/water
zorbing rental etc.

5.3 Conditions for realization of innovation
A good collaboration with all the actors will be needed to realize this innovation. The
implementation of the innovation will require funding from various organizations and
therefore before applying funding the costs of the project must be evaluated. Funding of the
project can be done by European Union, municipality of Ladná, local companies and
sponsors.
To make the duck-capture recreational area well-known, the promotion of the area should be
professional. Duck-capture should include into all brochures and tourist maps there exist
from the area already. Besides that visibility in the internet must be noticed. It can be done by
adding information about the duck-capture in every tourist sites about the LVA area. There
can also be separated web pages for the duck-capture area itself. Publicity in local and
national (and global or foreign) magazines and news papers would be helpful as well. In
addition to that there can also be adverts in radio and TV.

5.4 Stages for realization of innovation
1. Making a solution with the multiple landowners
2. Evaluating the costs of the project (total costs and costs per year)
3. Applying funding from European Union (by the municipality)
4. Making of the final plan (in which all the interest groups are involved in planning)
5. Recruiting of new businessmen and making contracts with the existing companies
such as vineries, fruit producers, horse farmers etc.
6. Constructing the planned area
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5.5 Estimation of resources needed and funding possibilities
For this innovation there will be four possible sources of funding:

‐

European Union

‐

Municipality of Ladná

‐

Local companies

‐

Sponsors

EU funding programs can be sorted into two categories: funding of "soft" investments and
"hard" investments. Soft ones are something non-material like education and activities and
hard ones are material things like buildings, vegetation restoration or establishment.

There are several European Union funding programs, which can be used in funding the
innovation. One of them is Regional Operational Program (ROP) and from there ROP NUTS
II South East, which gives funding for hard investments. It is focused on improvement of
transport accessibility and on interconnection of the region, including the modernization of
the means of public transport, support of infrastructure as well as tourist trade service
development, preparation of smaller business premises and improvement of living conditions
in municipalities and in the countryside, in particular by means of improving the quality of
education, social and health infrastructure.

Another EU program that could be used is Program of Cross-Border Cooperation Slovak
Republic-Czech Republic 2007-2013, which offers funding for both hard and soft
investments. It can be used if there is cooperating with Slovakia and in this case the
collaborating can be done with a similar duck-capture in village "Kopčany" close to the
Czechoslovak pseudo border.

Third program that can be used is INTERREG IVC, which is a part of European Territorial
Cooperation Objective of the Structural Funds policies for the period 2007-2013. It aims to
improve the effectiveness of the regional development policies. In this case priority 2)
Environment and risk prevention can be used and from there Cultural Heritage and
landscape part.

There are also other EU programs that could be used, for instance Leader+ and LIFE.
Leader+ is created to help rural actors consider the long-term potential of their local region.
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LIFE is the EU’s financial instrument supporting environmental and nature conservation
projects throughout the EU.

When using EU funding some other sources of money is needed. In this case the
municipality of Ladná, local companies and sponsors are a possibility for that. If needed the
local people can participate by giving their work contribution on the project.
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6. Self assessment and applicability to group
members’ home country
There are no duck-capture areas like Ladná has in Finland. There are only minor details in
the landscape about hunting but not big constructions. The idea of reconstructing a historical
site partially and use it otherwise as recreational area may still be used.
An example of Finnish cultural heritage site reconstruction is Sallivaara reindeer herding
area. It is an ensemble of a structure which is needed in separating reindeer from each
others. Sami people just to live next to these constructions in cottages, with no special
facilities, weeks during the separating seasons before and after Christmas. There were
traditions for instance with evening markets and dancing events. Nowadays the constructions
are built like they used to be 50 years ago and the area is used in recreational purposes.

The first step in Germany would be the founding of an area management for the whole LVA.
Then they would have a look to the traffic situation, vistor location, historical restoration and
nature protection. After this there would be implemented a traffic management for the
possible accsess gates to LVA. Then these areas would be specially developed, like
suggested in this final report.

Slovakia with the Czech Republic joined in one state in the past, which means that I
like history, traditions and culture as the Czech Republic. On the territory of Slovakia
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are the remains of the duck capture, so I think that the application of our project to
the Slovak Republic is real.
In The Netherlands are a lot of duck-capture areas, in total 118 spread over the country.
Some of these are in good condition, but there are also a lot that are in a bad shape. In some
cases it is hard to make a reconstruction or reserveplan cause of the lake of money. To
combine the original shape and use of the duck-capture with new element’s and new uses is
good applicable in Dutch duck-captures.
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7. Sources of Information
Internet:
‐

More information about the stakeholders www.dolnimorava.org

‐

maps.google.com

‐

Regional

Operational

Program

(ROP)

,

ROP

NUTS

II

South

East,

http://www.strukturalni-fondy.cz/getdoc/5cda7326-fe7e-4661-98d56570f27a0f55/ROP-NUTS-II-Jihovychod
‐

Program of Cross-Border Cooperation Slovak Republic-Czech Republic 2007-2013,
http://www.strukturalni-fondy.cz/getdoc/0ea2b4d2-1977-417e-ad863b15b82e59ed/Program-preshranicni-spoluprace-Slovenska-republik

‐

INTERREG IVC, Fourth Call for Proposals, Terms of Reference

‐

LIFE program, http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/

‐

Leade+ program, http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rur/leaderplus/index_en.htm

‐

World

Championship

of

Mosquito

http://www.elisanet.fi/kai.salmijarvi/mosquitos.htm
‐

Reports:
Annual report, The Lower Norava Biosphere Reserve, 2007

Maps:
Lednice-Valtice Cultural Heritage Site, world heritage site
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Killing

in

Finland,

Appendix
COCD-box (result off group work, all ideas)
BLUE IDEAS

RED IDEAS

YELLOW

boat stop on Dyje

boat parade on the canal

water zorbing

ecologically valuable area

exhibitions in land art

ZOO

ice skating

duck farm

visualisation of problem

stop for cyclotourists

restaurant with duck specialities

stop for horses

playground

target shooting

harbour

education about nature

street landart

education about history

agrotourism - horsefarm

silence spot for families

offroad skating

accomodation services

payment to owners

new roads

regional production

parking spots

special events for owners

open area to prevnt mosquitos

extension of historical avenue
plan for using area the whole year

rcration area for walking

around

advrtisment to show area

competition in killing mosquitos
unique spot in LVA (use river for

new starting point for LVA

tourism)

special tourism services
building with touristic information
events for local people
something with ducks
built up new biotop
involve and inform local people
waste management (farmer)
tourist management plan
reconstruction of area according
to historical plans
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